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Workshop Two: Naval Developments in Asia

Republic of Korea Navy and China’s
Rise: Balancing Competing Priorities
Terence Roehrig


          

Introduction
South Korean concerns for China’s evolving maritime interests and capabilities are
part of a larger and complicated relationship. The two share a long history with
far reaching cultural ties and numerous common interests. Seoul recognizes that it
            !"  #  $ %
since establishing formal diplomatic relations twenty years ago. In 1992, South
      !&"    '    % ()*+   
%/033  (//0*)  (+4*4  5 *1
Since 2003 China has been South Korea’s number one trading partner, a position
long held by the United States. For China, these trade levels are smaller as a share
of its total trade but for South Korea, China consumes close to 30 percent of its
8*  :#; 5      +th largest source of foreign direct investment for China.2 In May 2012, South Korea and China began negotiations on a
 *< ;% &%; 
15th largest in the world, depends greatly on its economic ties with China. Some
&   % #   >*5*?5# % 
 5 $      %  #   &%   % @  *
&   &?>*5*  A 5  
security, with others arguing that the proper course is to balance these positions by

3'5#;BDEG8%'%;H JEE  ** *AEA E
trade/TradeCountryList.do.
2 Li Jiabao, “China, S. Korea launch FTA negotiations,” Jakarta Post, May 3, 2012, http://www.
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      #&   
in East Asia.3
Despite the strong economic ties and common interests, South Korea also has some
anxiety regarding its relations with China. Some of the concerns include trepidation
over China’s overall strategic direction, Beijing’s efforts to forcibly repatriate North
Korea defectors along with its overall human rights record, a historical dispute over
the ancient Kingdom of Koguryo (Gaogouli to China),4 and Beijing’s reluctance to
criticize Pyongyang for the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan (March 2010) and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do (November 2010). In addition to these matters, there are several maritime issues that are problems in the relationship that impact ROK maritime
strategy and naval modernization. The South Korean Navy does not appear to have
made any specific operational changes in response to its concerns but its development of a blue water navy continues in part with an eye toward China.
While China is a part of ROK motivation for developing a blue water navy, Seoul
has other reasons. South Korean leaders have recognized that as its economic and
political power have grown, so too have its interests and need to protect them. As
its power and influence as a rising middle power have increased, South Korea has
begun to build a blue water navy commensurate with that position. Heavily dependent on international trade, the South Korean Navy helps guard shipping lanes and
contribute to global efforts to protect the maritime commons. In addition, ROK
leaders are concerned about the continuing maritime threat posed by North Korea as
demonstrated by the Cheonan and Yeonpyeong-do events along with the dispute that
continues with Japan over Dokdo, or Takeshima to the Japanese.
Thus, South Korea faces a complex security environment that increasingly has important maritime components, a situation that produces many competing priorities
from coastal defense against North Korea to regional concerns, and finally to global
protection of sea lanes and contributing to humanitarian assistance and disaster relief
operations (HADR). Consequently, concerns for China are only one piece of the
ROK Navy’s strategy and force planning decisions.

3 Song Sang-ho, “S. Korea faces strategic choices amid growing Sino-U.S. rivalry,” Korea Herald, July
3/;/03/ JEE#*A  *EA E#* XY/03/043/003333Z#Y0*
+<  ;B:%5 @J< ' 5
ryo,” Journal of Asian and African Studies+R;*3[%/030"JR?/\*
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The remainder of this paper will address the history and current structure of the
ROK blue water navy, ROK-Sino maritime disputes, and recommendations to address future challenges.

Building the Blue Water Navy
< & ]  B< 5;< @ ;H
apt indicator of the intention to build a blue-water navy. That path began in 1995
 ^ ^% ?<; '   # & 
Kim Young-sam to begin construction of an ocean-going navy. In its early years,
 &#%   %   *D 
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a true blue-water force.”\
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of maritime power to the country.

Rx ;B< G    #%J^{#;HNaval War College
Review )V; * / 5  /030"J 3V?/);  k   k#; B<  k   ;H 
55%*";The US-South Korea Alliance: Meeting New Security Challenges Jq%;
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The 21st%   *@ # ?? ?
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ensure the security of maritime transportation lines, and contribute to
peace in the world. Sea is the turf for our survival and national prosper%*& % $ % 
growth be secured.9
Aided by its accomplished shipbuilding industry that included the firms of Hyundai, Daewoo, and Hanjin, South Korea embarked on an aggressive shipbuilding
program. Under Defense Reform 2020, ROK officials projected defense spending
increases of 8-10 percent over the 15 years of the program.10 The first few years,
budgets met these targets but by 2007-08, the global financial crisis and the slumping
ROK economy reduced the defense budget and slowed the pace of ship construction. The fallout from the sinking of the Cheonan in 2010 also forced an adjustment
to the tempo of the blue water program. The tragedy was a reminder of the DPRK
maritime threat and the need for a stronger coastal defense, particularly ROK antisubmarine capability and readiness. The newest version of the 2020 plan, Defense
Reform 307 places greater emphasis on coastal defense and deterring a conventional
war with North Korea.11 As a result, it is likely that ROK ambitions for a blue-water
capability will remain but will have a longer time-line for adding to its fleet of oceangoing warships.
South Korea’s commitment to building a blue-water navy stems from several mo#*[;&  ]  #5  8A;  %  #  
its maritime commerce. Growing its blue water force allows Seoul to furnish a
greater share of its own security while also giving it the capability to join multilat   ?%'<A['<["?3R3 ~   
Aden.12
`{? ;BqA  ?#%;HKorea Herald;k 3`;/00\; JEE*
A  **AE #*
10 International Institute of Strategic Studies, The Military Balance;qJDD55;/004"JVV`*
335@*;B< V04 ;HD *\;Asan Institute
for Policy Studies;^ /033;:A:;B5  JD 
#%;HRajaratnam School of International Studies;'%3\V3+;/033"*
3/5<  ;B5  '?%& ~   ^;H coming with the Council on Foreign Relations, Fall 2012.
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Second, an increasing number of challenges to global security are occurring in the
*D   $  ; %;  
   ;  ;   ;:^;  ;  j#  %   tion among maritime states. South Korea’s growing and respected naval capabili     A
sought after partner for security cooperation.
Finally, South Korea’s naval development is also intended to address concerns for
   G^ *  
Beijing, South Korea shares some of the same unease regarding China’s rise and
its future strategic intentions as do others in the region. In addition, South Ko'  #$  #  GG ;
  #   $  ; #D; '  5%A*
k%     ^?$;    5  ; #    
strategy regarding China in the face of several possible outcomes. South Korea’s
# % {    #AE<A  
also contributed to Seoul’s desire for a blue water navy. The security environment
G^% %   A % #
 $*^] &#%#
as an important asset for protecting South Korea’s interests.
<  # /030 &  #%*< A %  
despite South Korea’s global interests and ambitions, there remain crucial defense
priorities close to home.13< j    
a blue water navy does not have an either or answer. As its economic and political
power has grown, South Korea has pursued the naval strength of a rising middle
power to address regional and global concerns in addition to maintaining a robust
     *D;  
 ;&     
lines between coastal defense and a blue water navy to achieve the proper balance.

3V{ 5 ?A;B#%  ;HKorea Times, September 15, 2010, http://www.
A**AEEEE/030E0`E/0R4V30/*  *
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The ROK Navy
< 5  344  3/%;
 A # ;` ;3/;30`# E
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The South Korean blue water navy began with a three phase destroyer program.14
The first phase was the construction of the KDX-I Gwanggaeto the Great class destroyer, a 3,800 ton ship whose size makes it more of a frigate than a destroyer. The
KDX-I is a multi-purpose ship with advanced weapons and sensors, and a helicopter deck configured to conduct strike operations, screening and convoy duty, antisubmarine warfare (ASW), and support for amphibious operations. The first ship
in this line was commissioned in 1998 with plans to build up to 10 ships in this class.
However, the ROKN capped the program at three and began the second phase of
the destroyer program with the KDX II Chung Mugong Yi Sunshin class.
The KDX-II is a 4,800 ton ship with advanced combat systems including state-of-theart air defense and anti-submarine warfare systems. Many of these components were
purchased from the U.S. Navy. The class and first vessel are named after Admiral Yi
Sunshin, the revered naval hero who defeated the Japanese twice in the 1590s and is
credited with designing Korea’s famous turtle ship. South Korea has built six KDXIIs and had plans to possibly build three more. However, it is likely the program will
be stopped with funds shifted to building other hulls.
Yi Sunshin destroyers are equipped with advanced combat systems including Harpoon ship-to-ship missiles, RAM MK 31 ship-to-ship guided missiles, advanced air
defense and ASW capabilities, SM-2 air defense missiles, and the Goalkeeper system
for anti-ship torpedoes and missiles. The KDX-II has a stealth hull design licensed
from the German company IABG that is capable of deflecting radar and has other
anti-detection features. The vessel is also equipped to function as the lead in a combat task force. The ship has been the backbone of ROK participation in CTF-151
where since March 2009 South Korea has deployed the Cheonghae unit to the Gulf of
Aden consisting of one KDX-II, 30 ROK SEALS, and a Lynx helicopter. Since that
time, Seoul has maintained a KDX-II vessel in the region and has been in command
of CTF-151 on two separate occasions. The CTF-151 commitment requires three
KDX-II destroyers to account for rotations and maintenance leaving the remaining
three for other duties.15
The third phase of the destroyer program began with the construction of the 7,600ton Aegis-class destroyer, King Sejong the Great (DDG-991). The name-sake for
the entire KDX-III class, the ship was built by Hyundai and commissioned in 2008.
3+<  ;B&?>*5*k'J^~   ^ ;H
International Journal of Korean Studies;D ;*35 E5/030"J`3?3/+*
3R  ;B5  '?%& ~   ^*H
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South Korea built two more ships in this class, the latest the ROKS Seoae Ryu Seongryong (DDG-993), which is set to be commissioned in September 2012. The most
technically advanced ship in the ROKN, the KDX-III has SPY-1D radar that can
track up to 1,000 targets and engage close to 20 of them simultaneously, and the
Phalanx Close-In Weapons System. The KDX-III is a multipurpose vessel designed
with land attack, ship-to-ship, air defense, and ASW capabilities. The ship is also
designed to include ballistic missile defense, but is not outfitted with Aegis BMD
modifications or SM-3 missiles necessary for a BMD mission.16 Similar to earlier
KDX destroyers, the KDX-III utilizes a large share of combat systems purchased
from the U.S. Navy, an important benefit for the interoperability of ROK and U.S.
naval forces.
The ROKN also has plans to build a modified version of this ship, the KDX-IIa.
The vessel is projected to be a 5,600 ton ship, larger than the KDX-II but not as large
as the KDX-III though equipped with Aegis technology, SPY radar, SM-2 interceptors, and other advanced weapons systems. Construction of these ships is scheduled
to occur from 2019 to 2026, and the ship is targeted as a possible export item for
other navies.17
In 2007, South Korea commissioned the ROKS Dokdo (LPH-6111), its first amphibious assault ship. The 14,000 ton vessel has a helicopter flight deck and a
flooding well deck to launch landing craft and air cushion hover craft. The Dokdo
has modern command and control systems that allow the ship to operate as a task
force flag ship capable of coordinating combat, peacekeeping, or HADR operations.
South Korea has plans to build three more Dokdo-class ships but construction plans
are unclear, in part due to tightening budgets. ROK plans for two or three strategic
mobile fleets included an LPH as the center piece for each. In February 2010, the
ROK Navy formed its first mobile fleet, Mobile Task Flotilla 7, a smaller version of
an envisioned strategic mobile fleet. The flotilla will be composed of two squadrons
with each squadron consisting of one KDX-III and supplemented with KDX-II destroyers, submarines, and frigates.18

3)B ?DDD^G~D5%;HDefense Industry Daily;{ %3\;/03/; JEE*% %*E??  8 ???A? ?%?0+V3E*
34{ 5 ?A;B5*#% )k?^ %;HKorea Times;&3V;/00`;
JEE*A**AEEEE/030E0\E33VRV++3*  *
3\{ 5 ?A;B#%^#3st strategic Mobile Fleet,” Korea Times, February 1, 2010, http://
*A**AEEEE/030E04E/0R)004`*  *
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In addition to its blue-water surface vessels, South Korea has also devoted considerable effort and resources to maintain its coastal defense capability. The ROKN has
75 170-ton fast attack patrol boats (PKM – Patrol Killer Medium) that make up a large
share of its brown water navy. In 2008, Seoul commissioned the first Gumdoksuri-class
high-speed patrol boat (PKG—Guided Missile Patrol Killer), the first of a new class
of patrol vessels designed specifically for coastal duties. Development of the ship
began in 2003 after a ROK patrol craft was sunk in a clash with North Korea along
the Northern Limit Line. These vessels are 440-ton boats with guided missile and
integrated combat systems similar to an Aegis ship. The PKG can detect and track
100 air and surface targets while its automated weapons system can engage multiple
targets simultaneously. South Korea also has plans to build a smaller, 200-ton version of the PKG sometime in the future. Currently, the ROKN has commissioned
seven of these vessels with plans to build an additional 20 to 25 in the years ahead.
The remaining initiative for modernizing its coastal defense is construction of a new
  [[ "*<     3/V0;V;/00  ;
    ;^5@;#%*< [[ 
#  ~    > ? %;
 kA ;    :? #*
Finally, South Korea has also made strides to improve its submarine force. The
&  <%/0`; '    ; %    ~%: A? @
:@"*  D       <% /0` ; 5   A
  ~:@  <%/3+;5@?  55?
/"*<%/3+j #%   ? ^D"%  
    *5  %  <%/3+
    8*< & # 
own indigenous KSX-III submarine. However, due to budget shortfalls, the program has been delayed, possibly until after 2022.

ROK-Sino Maritime Disputes
While China is only part of South Korea’s motivation to develop a blue water navy,
there are several specific maritime disputes that have aggravated ROK-Sino ties over
the past decade or so and have fueled arguments for continued growth of South
Korea’s ocean-going navy. Three chief issues have been a problem: overlapping
and disputed EEZ claims; illegal fishing; and the Ieodo/Suyan reef dispute. Though
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these issues are addressed separately here, they are also interrelated and impact each
other. Moreover, responding to these issues often falls immediately to the ROK
Coast Guard and the ministry in charge of fishing, but these concerns also spill over
to affect broader naval planning and strategy.
(1) Overlapping and Disputed Exclusive Economic Zones. The starting point for ROK-Sino
maritime disputes is the overlapping claims for each country’s EEZ. The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the international law guide to these issues,
provides that each state can claim a 200 nautical mile (nm) zone (approximately 370
km) from its coast wherein the state controls access to fishing and resources.19 Both
South Korea and China ratified UNCLOS in 1996 and promptly declared their 200
nm EEZs which entailed considerable overlap since the Yellow Sea is approximately
378 nm at its widest part. If states with adjacent or opposite coastlines have EEZs
that overlap, they are expected to arrive at a negotiated agreement for delimitation
and in the meantime, “make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a
practical nature and, during this transitional period, not to jeopardize or hamper the
reaching of the final agreement.”20 Seoul and Beijing have held 16 meetings to settle
the EEZ question but have been unable to arrive at a resolution. A common solution
to settling overlapping claims is to use a median line that is drawn equidistant from
the coastline of the disputing states but Beijing and Seoul have been unable to settle
on this or any other solution.
South Korea has also given indications that it will submit claims for an extended continental shelf to the UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf with a
claim that continues to the Okinawa Trough in the East China Sea.21 In 2009, South
Korea filed a similar claim as preliminary information to the commission. However,
in July 2012, ROK officials announced that despite earlier reports that the submission was coming soon, the foreign ministry had decided to postpone the move but
would do so sometime within the year.22 China has disputed the claim and has sub-

3`5>'q&5; ; JEE** EE E# E8E E
part5.htm.
/0>'q&5;^ 4+*
21 “South Korea aims to extend maritime claims,” UPI, July 10, 2012, http://www.upi.com/
EG %?E/03/E04E30E5????8?? E>D?
`0+43V+3`V34`\E*
//  B  %      G '  5      >;H Korea Times; { % ); /03/;
JEE*A**AE*EE/03/E04E33V33+R`R*  *
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mitted its own extended shelf declaration. Japan has also been unhappy with South
Korea’s position on this matter. This dimension of the dispute adds further difficulty
to a final resolution of the EEZs.
(2) Illegal Fishing. Another problem that is tied to the lack of a delimitation of the
EEZ is illegal fishing. Managing fishing stocks and ensuring that aquatic food sources
remain a viable and renewable resource is a crucial transnational issue globally as well
as in Asia. For China, it has become a particularly difficult problem. As the Chinese
population has grown and become more urbanized, consumption of maritime products has risen as well with per capita levels increasing from 5 kg in 1970 to 25 kg in
2010.23 As a result, Chinese boats have increasingly overfished local waters and have
had to venture farther and farther out to sea, sometimes encroaching on the EEZs of
other countries to satisfy the demand. Coastal pollution has also depleted local fishing stocks. In addition, China exports large volumes of maritime products with total
sales approaching $17.8 billion, close to 30 percent of the country’s total agricultural
exports.24
@   A $   ;   
$  #  *D/003;5 
   $    8$#%%
 $ GG   *5  ; 
   *<  #$  ];  $    ];  ;j
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Korean waters.25
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/V  : ] ;B'  ~ [  D%  k5%;HS. Rajaratnam School of International Studies Commentaries, June 2, 2012, http://www.rsis.edu.sg/publications/
#E5D50`3/03/**
/+B~[<^[ ;HChina Daily, May 30, 2012, http://europe.chinadaily.com.
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South Korean Coast Guard vessel. China protested the handling of the affair and
 *<   &; ' $    
 /4    % &GG]% &
Coast Guard.
<       /033        &
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'    *^A [ kistry noted “The Chinese side regrets that the relevant incident caused the death
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authorities in China and South Korea are in close communication on investigating
 *' %A  % 5  % 
the issue.”/) However, following the April 19th verdict, Chinese authorities made
A    *D    ;q@;
A ' [ k%B  5  #
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and China does not accept the unilateral resort to the law of exclusive economic
]*   A    # #% ' ]# #   $
and legal rights.”/4 The Incheon court’s decision was grounded in South Korea’s
 GG& '  
    GG *:
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reaction may have been different.

/)  xq';B'  &   ;HPeople’s Daily;3+;
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/4  x;B& # ;HChina Daily, April 20, 2012, http://www.
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Before the verdict was announced, ROK officials from the Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries met with China’s Fisheries Law Enforcement Command to address the issue and settle on tougher measures to combat the problem.28
Two weeks later, four ROK fishing inspectors were wounded attempting to board a
Chinese fishing boat. Inspectors hailed the ship but it failed to stop. The following
month, ROK officials increased the penalties for illegal fishing, doubling the fine
from 100 million won ($86,800) to 200 million won ($173,000) and any boat that
failed to stop when hailed could be fined 100 million won.29 On June 26, 2012,
Seoul and Beijing held the first meeting of the “Korea-China Fisheries Cooperation
Committee,” a new consulting mechanism to address the problems of illegal fishing. ROK officials proposed convening the committee following the December 12
stabbing, and the group intends to hold regular meetings between foreign ministry
officials and maritime police from both sides. The two countries have already established a hotline for these types of incidents, a positive measure by both sides to
manage the issue.30
Despite these efforts, many ROK officials and analysts remain skeptical that China
is doing all that it can to address the problem of illegal fishing. South Koreans are
tired of the level of illegal activities and officials have demonstrated they are ready to
crack down. Chinese leaders are also concerned about fishing but fear South Korean
enforcement is too heavy-handed. Moreover, Beijing is likely reluctant to impose
significant restrictions on its fishing fleet for fear of the domestic backlash that would
occur. Should the problem escalate, calls in South Korea for more robust enforcement of fishing regulations may include increased cooperation between the ROK
fishing ministry, the Coast Guard, and the Navy.
(3) Ieodo/Suyan Reef Dispute. The third issue is the ROK-Sino dispute over a reef
in the East China Sea. The international name for the reef is Socotra Rock named
after the British vessel that found the submerged rock in 1900. Despite the South
Korean name—“do” means island in Korean—both sides agree that the reef is not an
island since it is submerged 4 to 5 meters at low tide. Under UNCLOS, these are not
islands and do not qualify as a territorial dispute. The reef is located approximately
/\B' ;5 A     $  ;HChina Daily;^ 34;/03/*
/`B5*  GG# ;HKorea Herald;k%3R;/03/; JEE#*A *EA E#* XY/03/0R3R000)`\*
V0B5 ;    A   ' $  ;HYonhap News Agency;{/);/03/
JEE  *% **AE E/03/E0)E/)E3RE0V03000000^G/03/0)/)00RR00V
15F.HTML.
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80 nm (149 km) from the closest ROK territory, the island of Mara-do and 155 nm
(287 km) from the nearest Chinese island of Tongdao. In 1938 when Korea was
under Japanese occupation (1910-1945), Tokyo conducted a survey of the area and
had planned on building a research station there. However, plans were dropped as
the start of World War II approached.
D 3`R3; &#%  k'  ^$8
] A           BD; <%        
;H   %;5 5%   
&     D*^#   # 
 ;5   D& 5 A
/00V    $  *& ties indicated the station was constructed to collect data on ocean currents, weather,
$  ;   * GG;&$ 
  $       A  
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  GG    *31
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protests. That year, Chinese Foreign Minister Qin Gang objected to South Korea’s
“unilateral” actions, a reference to the research station and described the action as
“illegal.”32 In July 2011, Beijing dispatched three patrol boats to the reef to demand
 5 A #  # 
  A #^ *D/033;'   
would send a maritime monitoring ship to the region to help demonstrate its claim
to jurisdiction over the area.33

V3B ;HKorea Herald;k 3V;/03/; JEE#*A  *EA E#*
 XY/03/0V3V000+R4Z#Y0*
V/B' ' &#% D ;HChosun Ilbo;53+;/00); JEE
  * *EEE  E/00)E0`E3+E/00)0`3+)3034*  *
33 “China renews territorial … claim to Ieodo waters,” Korea Herald, March 11, 2012, http://view.
A  *EA E#* XY/03/0V33000V)`Z#Y0*
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<  k V;/03/   '  5
&^;qj'    DE5%
in China’s “jurisdictional waters,” and Beijing would increase patrols and enforce '  # *^5  %$ sponded “we cannot accept any attempt by China to formally exercise jurisdictional
control.”V+DqA    
not a territorial matter since the reef was submerged, once Seoul and Beijing could
  #  GG;D B  %5 ?trolled areas,” since the reef is much closer to South Korea than to China.35 The
issue has since calmed down but it remains a concern for both sides and an important motivation for some in South Korea to continue developing its blue water navy.
For South Koreans, there are largely two reasons why they believe Ieodo falls under
ROK jurisdiction. First, as President Lee noted, the reef is closer to South Korea
than to China. As a result, when the two sides settle their EEZ delimitation claims,
presumably using the median line approach that draws the line midway between the
Chinese and South Korean coasts, Ieodo will be on Seoul’s side of that line. According to the Korea Hydrographic and Oceanographic Administration website, “Since
Ieodo is located within waters closer to Korea than other neighboring countries, it
will be under Korea’s maritime jurisdiction according to the Middle Line principle
which is applied to the determination of the EEZ.”36 Second, officials argue that
South Korean jurisdiction over Ieodo is further strengthened by being part of Korea’s continental shelf.
A key issue connected to the dispute over Ieodo is the ROK construction of the
Jeju-do Naval Base. Jeju is an island off South Korea’s southwest coast that provides
ready access to important shipping lanes in the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea.
The port will also provide a base of operations for the ROKN to protect its maritime
interests in this area including maintaining jurisdiction over the Ieodo reef. Discussions to construct a base on Jeju began in the early 1990s and plans moved forward
in 2003 under President Roh Moo-hyun. The location was finalized in 2007 and
V+{% ;B' ;5 &#5 A;HWall Street Journal, March
13, 2012.
35 Chang Jae-soon, “Lee: Ieodo will remain under S. Korea’s control,” Yonhap News, March 12,
/03/; JEE  *% **AE %E/03/E0VE3/E4RE+R00000000^G/03/0V3/00
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construction began in January 2011.37 The facility covers 125 acres and is expected
to cost $970 million to build with completion anticipated sometime in 2014. The
port facilities can accommodate 20 warships and submarines and will be a stop for
cruise ships as Jeju’s scenery, beaches, and tropical climate make it an outstanding
destination for visitors.
Opponents of the base fear the environmental damage that will occur during construction. Others are also convinced the facility will eventually become a U.S. Navy
base and be an area similar to U.S. bases on Okinawa, an arrangement that will do
much to antagonize China. Protests against the project have occurred often and several have been violent. However, the courts have ruled the protests illegal and the
project has continued. Though base construction presses forward, it has been a divisive issue in South Korea. Yet, the row over Ieodo has provided considerable fodder
for those who support the base. On March 13, 2012, an editorial in the conservative Chosun Ilbo entitled “Naval Base Protesters Are Dangerously Naïve,” referred to
Ieodo and the soon-to-be presence of China’s first aircraft carrier in the region and
noted sarcastically that “maybe the protesters would like to gift-wrap the rocks when
that happens and hand them over to China.”38

Addressing Future Challenges
&?5  &#% '  
    ; A   ;   tainty accompanying China’s rise. South Korea will not be able to match China’s
naval strength and has many reasons to maintain good ties with Beijing. Indeed,
5     >*5*? k%G^ 
alienating China and has proposed an intelligence sharing agreement similar to
 &?{  { %*39< 5 #% A%$ ' ;
shipbuilding program and the construction of the naval base on Jeju Island are occurring in part with an eye toward China’s future strategic direction. Similar to othV4{%@;B{ # [5 ;HWall Street Journal;k 4;/03/; JEE
  * *EA E/03/E0VE04E  ?# ??? ?E*
V\B# ^  %#;HChosun Ilbo, March 13, 2012, http://english.
 *EEE  E/03/E0VE3VE/03/0V3V03R/R*  *
V`'  k?A;B5  %   ;HKorea Times, July 13, 2012, http://
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ers in the region, South Korea is hedging and maintaining an important economic
        A    *
As South Korea continues forward in what will be an increasingly complex and un%#;A% *[;5 
and China need to resolve their outstanding maritime disputes. Most important on
  $     #  GG*<  
complicated by extended continental shelf claims, the most common solution for
these types of disputes is to settle on a median line that is drawn midway between
   5 ' *5   GG  # 
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to remain. Continued efforts by Seoul and Beijing as well as others in the region
 %#*D# &?5
dialogue on this issue is a good start but more will need to be done, especially by
Chinese authorities. Moreover, this is not only an issue of regional concern but is
also part of a broader, global problem to manage the maritime commons. All of
 !GG;   $  ;DE5%! A%&?5         *
Settling these issues would go a long way to ensuring that these concerns do not
jeopardize the larger relationship and regional stability. In addition, a settlement
could also be a model for solving other maritime disputes. In the meantime, both
sides need to be careful to avoid any provocative actions until these issues can be
 ;A    
when it does arise.
The second challenge South Korea faces is achieving the proper balance of various military capabilities in the face of several competing security priorities. Seoul
confronts a daunting ground threat across the DMZ that necessitates significant resources. These requirements will continue to grow as South Korea moves forward
with the transition to assume wartime operational control scheduled for December
2015 and the necessary capabilities that will require. The sinking of the Cheonan and
the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do were grim reminders of weaknesses in ROK ASW
and coastal defense. Improving these capabilities will require continued attention.
Finally, South Korean defense planners remain committed to the goal of a blue water
navy. ROK leaders see the need to protect the country’s maritime interests beyond
the coast, develop sufficient naval strength to hedge for an uncertain future, and
maintain the ability to contribute to security in the global commons, a responsibility
that comes with South Korea’s climb into the ranks of the world’s middle powers;
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all of these call for the continued development of its blue water fleet. ROK defense
planners must contend with several competing priorities and must carefully consider
the balance they need to strike between these demands on its armed forces. Yet, it
will be important to maintain continued growth of its naval capabilities, both blue
water and coastal while also beginning to shift from a long held ground-centric focus
to its defense planning. The North Korean threat remains but so too do a growing
set of interests that draws South Korea into a more active role in maintaining international peace and security in the maritime domain.

Conclusion
5     $        #        #    % *        
ground-centric military and focus on coastal defense, the continued development
      & #%    #  ;   % 
South Korea to directly protect its interests but also to allow Seoul to participate in
:^;?%; ;  
overall stability and security of the global maritime commons. Apprehension for
the future direction of China’s rise is part of South Korea’s motivation to develop
   *'     
that remain from the global economic crisis and the demands of other security
challenges may lengthen the time line but a blue water naval capability remains an
     % &
and contribute to international security.
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